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the continuing adventures of the shadians whatever it takes return to the race against time in a camp of savages
book 5 of season 8 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts what if the
elders were not the beginning amal and amane have discovered something remarkable the location of the protein
which allows derek to walk in the sun even as a vampire along with tristan and esme vaughn the grown up
grandchildren of anna and kyle derek and sofia set out to learn more about the world from which the protein
originates and most importantly its residents on arrival however they encounter a new yet mysteriously familiar
species one which may predate even the oldest vampire or mara and lead them to question everything they
thought they knew welcome to book 1 of season 10 buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are
without spoiler alerts welcome to book 3 of season 9 the fire hermessi of cerix is dying and the planet is growing
cold inalia is expected to take over brann s place but she doesn t know how to do it or what it entails all she knows
is millions of lives are at stake and time is running out meanwhile the fae are falling ill under the hermessi s strange
new influence the link between their bodies and souls will soon break leaving them exposed for the hermessi to do
with as they please then there s a surprise encounter with a most unexpected creature one who hails from a world
with which our shadian heroes have had only the occasional brush but one who could potentially lead them to real
answers order now to continue the journey beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts
welcome to the 5th book of the shade series of course you know waho i am i m a daughter of the darkness just as
surely as you are his son ever since his brief encounter with emilia at the shade derek s thoughts and dreams have
been haunted with images of the mysterious beautiful brunette plagued with guilt he struggles to understand why
he is so drawn to this dark stranger from his past when emilia suddenly appears again on the island derek is both
terrified and intrigued but this time he is determined to involve sofia and discover who this woman is if only derek
and sofia knew emilia is a mystery that should be left undiscovered a new journey begins welcome to book 1 of
season 8 back cover hearts will tangle romance will ignite continue the journey in a tangle of hearts order now
beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts where does death dwell it s the question of
the century perhaps even the millennium because the hermessi are growing dangerously close to completing their
catastrophic ritual and if death can t stop them no one will gasp has heard she s holed herself up on a far flung
planet called mortis but finding it and her will prove to be only the first challenge in gaining her favor as taeral and
his team will soon discover order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts finally
armed with a complete thieron taeral has had to make a desperate choice but with death nowhere to be found he
can no longer rely on her to end this that responsibility rests on his shoulders now as it was always meant to in the
end grab your copy of season 9 s thrilling finale beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler
alerts with a new dawn comes a new adventure on the evening of sofia claremont s seventeenth birthday she is
sucked into a nightmare from which she cannot wake a quiet evening walk along a beach brings her face to face
with a dangerous pale creature that craves much more than her blood she is kidnapped to an island where the sun
is eternally forbidden to shine an island uncharted by any map and ruled by the most powerful vampire coven on
the planet she wakes here as a slave a captive in chains sofia s life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn when she is
the one selected out of hundreds of girls to join the harem of derek novak the dark royal prince provided by
publisher there would be blood the dazzling grand finale of season 7 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts in book 6 of series 7 we d been deceived and betrayed and the punishment for
that was going to be swift unforgiving and this time final back cover the final reaper the final chance buy your copy
of the thrilling penultimate book of season 9 beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts
the series with over a million books sold marking the 2nd anniversary of the release of a shade of vampire derek
and sofia have returned in time for christmas i never could have imagined that derek and i would willingly turn back
into vampires but there are some things in life that you just can t predict like the strange human disappearances
that had started happening on the coasts surrounding us there would have been nothing mysterious about these
kidnappings so close to our own turf had the shade s vampires not given up drinking human blood almost two
decades ago welcome back to the shade in book 7 of series 7 reunite with the shadians amidst some unexpected
twists and turns amazon com it s been a year since gasp brought ta zan s reign of terror to an abrupt end a year in
which all the shade s residents have enjoyed a much deserved break relationships have blossomed babies have
been born and peace has settled throughout the realms what lies in store next for our shadian crew it begins with a
fire and a mystery and will lead to a journey unlike any they ve experienced before your shade family awaits you
billions of planets trillions of flickers of life all depending on us return to the world of gasp as the team face their
greatest challenge yet buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts reunite with
the shadians in the conquest of the millennium book 2 of the multi million bestselling a shade of vampire series a
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shade of blood is a completely captivating sequel to a shade of vampire city of books having been delighted by the
bestselling debut a shade of vampire readers are begging for more in a shade of blood bella forrest transports you
deeper into a unique enthralling and beautifully sensitive story prepare to be lost in its pages note derek novak and
sofia claremont s story is only a 7 book series it completes in book 7 a break of day and the characters embark on
entirely new adventures from book 8 a shade of novak one thousand and one fae an ancient full moon ritual a final
battle that will shape the fate of the universe prepare for the unputdownable grand finale of season 8 order now
beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts vampire we d accomplished so much we d
fought a good fight but now things were getting dirty reunite with the shadians in the pulse pounding book 7 of
season 8 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts that s what shadians did
when a door closed we found a window and if a window was shut we made a hole in the wall continue the journey
order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts when sofia claremont was
kidnapped to a sunless island uncharted by any map and ruled by the most powerful vampire coven on the planet
she believed she d forever be a captive of its dark ruler derek novak now after months of surviving an endless night
the morning sun may soon rise again for sofia something has possessed derek s heart and he offers her a gift no
human slave has ever been given in the history of his cursed island escape high school prom and a chance to move
on with her life now await her but will she be able to forget the horrors that steal her sleep away at night or the
feelings that haunt her for that tormented prince of darkness page 4 of cover the burning of kiev and mona s home
has sent everyone on a frantic search for the witch after the ageless take sofia who awakens not knowing who she
is she struggles with her cravings for fresh blood the breath stealing pentultimate book of season 7 reunite with the
shadians death s scythe is missing broken into three pieces and scattered across the universe taeral and his team
must retrieve it if they wish to save their worlds from certain destruction but they have no idea what sort of
obstacles lie in the path of such a mission and even though seeley has been tasked with following them he has
been forbidden to intervene no matter what return to the adventure buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts after the oracle s prediction of ben s fate what options does the novak have left
will he attempt to fight his destiny can such a battle even be won jeramiah still lurks in the shade like a shadow why
is he still on the island why did he even come in the first place prepare for a thrill ride back to the shade shadians
prepare for war the exhilarating penultimate book of season 6 pressed for time and desperate for a solution to
avoid a most literal end of the world the shadians must get smarter fast their opponent is unlike any they have ever
faced before and will stop at nothing until the universe and every creature inhabiting it succumbs to his devastating
regime gasp needs help from wherever they can possibly find it even if it means forging alliances with creatures
who cannot fully be trusted return to the heart racing adventure buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below
that are without spoiler alerts welcome to book 2 of season 9 exploding fire fae rogue hermessi a smattering of
murderous cults where will this story lead order now to find out beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are
without spoiler alerts the rogue hermessi are spiraling out of control but gasp might have finally found the key to
their demise the problem it might mean tracking down death herself and with the hermessi birthing monsters from
the bowels of the earth and stepping up their game with a sinister side plot let s just say gasp s to do list is filling up
continue the journey order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts lies run deep
in this mysterious new world return to the shade in a of lies in spite of the news about his father taeral has no
choice but to push forward with the mission and retrieve the second piece of death s scythe the blade but the soul
crusher the blade s reaper guardian has a plan to protect it one that will test the team s friendship in a way nothing
has done before meanwhile back in the shade derek and sofia are heading up a task of their own one just as vital
and if brendel finds out likely even more dangerous return to the journey in the thrilling sixth book of season 9 buy
now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts truths will unfold what is foeba who
saved grace how will brucella s plan unravel book your ticket back to the shade the 6th book in the bestselling a
shade of vampire series has arrived welcome back to the shade derek and sofia are finally enjoying a well deserved
break staying at a resort with good food sun and sea sofia is thrilled to witness derek s re introduction to the human
world they would almost be mistaken for a normal young couple if it were not for the red eyed monster lurking in
the shadows and watching their every move waiting for his signal to pounce
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A Shade of Vampire 61
2018-06-26

the continuing adventures of the shadians

A Shade of Vampire 64
2018-09-08

whatever it takes return to the race against time in a camp of savages book 5 of season 8 order now beware of
spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 78
2019-07-04

what if the elders were not the beginning amal and amane have discovered something remarkable the location of
the protein which allows derek to walk in the sun even as a vampire along with tristan and esme vaughn the grown
up grandchildren of anna and kyle derek and sofia set out to learn more about the world from which the protein
originates and most importantly its residents on arrival however they encounter a new yet mysteriously familiar
species one which may predate even the oldest vampire or mara and lead them to question everything they
thought they knew welcome to book 1 of season 10 buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are
without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 71: A Sacrifice of Flames
2019-01-23

welcome to book 3 of season 9 the fire hermessi of cerix is dying and the planet is growing cold inalia is expected
to take over brann s place but she doesn t know how to do it or what it entails all she knows is millions of lives are
at stake and time is running out meanwhile the fae are falling ill under the hermessi s strange new influence the
link between their bodies and souls will soon break leaving them exposed for the hermessi to do with as they please
then there s a surprise encounter with a most unexpected creature one who hails from a world with which our
shadian heroes have had only the occasional brush but one who could potentially lead them to real answers order
now to continue the journey beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Blaze of Sun
2013-10-25

welcome to the 5th book of the shade series of course you know waho i am i m a daughter of the darkness just as
surely as you are his son ever since his brief encounter with emilia at the shade derek s thoughts and dreams have
been haunted with images of the mysterious beautiful brunette plagued with guilt he struggles to understand why
he is so drawn to this dark stranger from his past when emilia suddenly appears again on the island derek is both
terrified and intrigued but this time he is determined to involve sofia and discover who this woman is if only derek
and sofia knew emilia is a mystery that should be left undiscovered

A Shade of Vampire 60
2018-05-27

a new journey begins welcome to book 1 of season 8 back cover

A Tangle of Hearts
2017-05-16
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hearts will tangle romance will ignite continue the journey in a tangle of hearts order now beware of spoilers in the
reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 73: A Search for Death
2019-03-11

where does death dwell it s the question of the century perhaps even the millennium because the hermessi are
growing dangerously close to completing their catastrophic ritual and if death can t stop them no one will gasp has
heard she s holed herself up on a far flung planet called mortis but finding it and her will prove to be only the first
challenge in gaining her favor as taeral and his team will soon discover order now beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 77
2019-06-11

finally armed with a complete thieron taeral has had to make a desperate choice but with death nowhere to be
found he can no longer rely on her to end this that responsibility rests on his shoulders now as it was always meant
to in the end grab your copy of season 9 s thrilling finale beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts

A Dawn of Guardians
2016-09-09

with a new dawn comes a new adventure

A Shade of Vampire
2015

on the evening of sofia claremont s seventeenth birthday she is sucked into a nightmare from which she cannot
wake a quiet evening walk along a beach brings her face to face with a dangerous pale creature that craves much
more than her blood she is kidnapped to an island where the sun is eternally forbidden to shine an island uncharted
by any map and ruled by the most powerful vampire coven on the planet she wakes here as a slave a captive in
chains sofia s life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn when she is the one selected out of hundreds of girls to join the
harem of derek novak the dark royal prince provided by publisher

A Shade of Vampire 59
2018-04-22

there would be blood the dazzling grand finale of season 7 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that
are without spoiler alerts

A Shade Of Vampire
2012

in book 6 of series 7 we d been deceived and betrayed and the punishment for that was going to be swift
unforgiving and this time final back cover

A Shade of Vampire 56
2018-02-14

the final reaper the final chance buy your copy of the thrilling penultimate book of season 9 beware of spoilers in
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the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 76
2019-05-17

the series with over a million books sold marking the 2nd anniversary of the release of a shade of vampire derek
and sofia have returned in time for christmas i never could have imagined that derek and i would willingly turn back
into vampires but there are some things in life that you just can t predict like the strange human disappearances
that had started happening on the coasts surrounding us there would have been nothing mysterious about these
kidnappings so close to our own turf had the shade s vampires not given up drinking human blood almost two
decades ago welcome back to the shade

A Shade of Novak
2014-12-09

in book 7 of series 7 reunite with the shadians amidst some unexpected twists and turns amazon com

A Shade of Vampire 57
2018-02-22

it s been a year since gasp brought ta zan s reign of terror to an abrupt end a year in which all the shade s residents
have enjoyed a much deserved break relationships have blossomed babies have been born and peace has settled
throughout the realms what lies in store next for our shadian crew it begins with a fire and a mystery and will lead
to a journey unlike any they ve experienced before your shade family awaits you

A Shade of Vampire 69
2018-12-12

billions of planets trillions of flickers of life all depending on us return to the world of gasp as the team face their
greatest challenge yet buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 62
2018-07-31

reunite with the shadians in the conquest of the millennium

A Shade of Vampire 67
2018-11-12

book 2 of the multi million bestselling a shade of vampire series a shade of blood is a completely captivating sequel
to a shade of vampire city of books having been delighted by the bestselling debut a shade of vampire readers are
begging for more in a shade of blood bella forrest transports you deeper into a unique enthralling and beautifully
sensitive story prepare to be lost in its pages note derek novak and sofia claremont s story is only a 7 book series it
completes in book 7 a break of day and the characters embark on entirely new adventures from book 8 a shade of
novak

A Shade of Vampire 2
2018-06-05

one thousand and one fae an ancient full moon ritual a final battle that will shape the fate of the universe prepare
for the unputdownable grand finale of season 8 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
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spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 68
2018-12-04

vampire

A Shade of Doubt
2014-03-08

we d accomplished so much we d fought a good fight but now things were getting dirty reunite with the shadians in
the pulse pounding book 7 of season 8 order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler
alerts

A Shade of Vampire 66
2018-10-13

that s what shadians did when a door closed we found a window and if a window was shut we made a hole in the
wall continue the journey order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 65
2018-10-03

when sofia claremont was kidnapped to a sunless island uncharted by any map and ruled by the most powerful
vampire coven on the planet she believed she d forever be a captive of its dark ruler derek novak now after months
of surviving an endless night the morning sun may soon rise again for sofia something has possessed derek s heart
and he offers her a gift no human slave has ever been given in the history of his cursed island escape high school
prom and a chance to move on with her life now await her but will she be able to forget the horrors that steal her
sleep away at night or the feelings that haunt her for that tormented prince of darkness page 4 of cover

A Shade of Blood
2013-04-08

the burning of kiev and mona s home has sent everyone on a frantic search for the witch

A Turn of Tides
2015-05-15

after the ageless take sofia who awakens not knowing who she is she struggles with her cravings for fresh blood

A Break of Day
2014-07-05

the breath stealing pentultimate book of season 7 reunite with the shadians

A Shade of Vampire 58
2018-03-29

death s scythe is missing broken into three pieces and scattered across the universe taeral and his team must
retrieve it if they wish to save their worlds from certain destruction but they have no idea what sort of obstacles lie
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in the path of such a mission and even though seeley has been tasked with following them he has been forbidden to
intervene no matter what return to the adventure buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 74: A Piece of Scythe
2019-03-24

after the oracle s prediction of ben s fate what options does the novak have left will he attempt to fight his destiny
can such a battle even be won jeramiah still lurks in the shade like a shadow why is he still on the island why did he
even come in the first place prepare for a thrill ride back to the shade

A Hero of Realms
2015-11-13

shadians prepare for war the exhilarating penultimate book of season 6

A Gift of Three
2017-04-06

pressed for time and desperate for a solution to avoid a most literal end of the world the shadians must get smarter
fast their opponent is unlike any they have ever faced before and will stop at nothing until the universe and every
creature inhabiting it succumbs to his devastating regime gasp needs help from wherever they can possibly find it
even if it means forging alliances with creatures who cannot fully be trusted return to the heart racing adventure
buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 63
2018-08-12

welcome to book 2 of season 9 exploding fire fae rogue hermessi a smattering of murderous cults where will this
story lead order now to find out beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 70
2019-01-04

the rogue hermessi are spiraling out of control but gasp might have finally found the key to their demise the
problem it might mean tracking down death herself and with the hermessi birthing monsters from the bowels of the
earth and stepping up their game with a sinister side plot let s just say gasp s to do list is filling up continue the
journey order now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 72
2019-02-04

lies run deep in this mysterious new world return to the shade in a of lies

A Web of Lies
2016-05-11

in spite of the news about his father taeral has no choice but to push forward with the mission and retrieve the
second piece of death s scythe the blade but the soul crusher the blade s reaper guardian has a plan to protect it
one that will test the team s friendship in a way nothing has done before meanwhile back in the shade derek and
sofia are heading up a task of their own one just as vital and if brendel finds out likely even more dangerous return
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to the journey in the thrilling sixth book of season 9 buy now beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are
without spoiler alerts

A Shade of Vampire 75
2019-04-14

truths will unfold what is foeba who saved grace how will brucella s plan unravel

A Touch of Truth
2016-05-30

book your ticket back to the shade

A Soldier of Shadows
2015-10-21

the 6th book in the bestselling a shade of vampire series has arrived welcome back to the shade derek and sofia
are finally enjoying a well deserved break staying at a resort with good food sun and sea sofia is thrilled to witness
derek s re introduction to the human world they would almost be mistaken for a normal young couple if it were not
for the red eyed monster lurking in the shadows and watching their every move waiting for his signal to pounce

A Gate of Night
2014-03-07
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